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About This Game

This is a story about twin sisters who live in the pasture.
Their parents ran away leaving a huge debt.

Two sisters have to pay back money in 120 days…

Kurore

The older sister of Aluka. She has black hair just like her father and her behaviour is invective and moody.She can’t
communicate well outside her family.
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Aluka

The younger sister of the twins, her hair is blonde same as her mother.
A kind girl and that is the reason why she is always being "bullied" by her sister.

She is popular in town opposite of her sister and takes gifts from people.

Charnes

The daughter of the mayor, the bully of the town. According to her personality, it's easy to see she don’t have any friends. And
at the most, she doesn't like twins.

Features:

Twin sisters are both playable characters.

Unique Story for each character.

Multiple ending

Main story and side missions to play.

Dynamic time system.

Character voice include
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Title: Twins of the Pasture
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Dieselmine
Publisher:
Dieselmine
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2017
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This is the most incredible software for creating precise, and not-so-precise models in VR that I've found. I love the fact that
anything you make is 3D-printable!

Interface can use some work but I know they are working and adding features regularly. However, this is not to say it's bad. It
took a little getting used to, and now I want to use it for everything that I can!

Check my screenshots for a few models! (So far... I hope to upload many more! I'm still a relative newbie to this software, too.)

BTW, they are *very* responsive in the forums and via support email (you can find in the forums). Answering questions right
away when I uncovered a "hidden" feature! :-)

Highly recommended for your VR Maker experience!. so fun and simple. Nice and cheap, this game is pretty fun shump!. A-
ranking provides a solid challenge on its own, and then S-ranking incentivizes making the most of your abilities, and then some.
Very nice.. I don't know why there aren't any reviews for this game, but don't let that fool you. If you are a Broken Sword fan,
you should definitely try this one, especially if you liked BS3.

Graphics\/Atmosphere: The Angel of Death continues to use the 3D perspective first established in BS3, but it looks much
better. With anti-aliasing turned up, some scenes look almost photo-realistic (except for the lower quality character models). As
a result, you really feel like you are in the story.

Story: Like any Broken Sword game, there are some parts that are less believable or even boring. Overall though, it was pretty
good. I liked how it tied together plot elements from the previous games. The ending left a lot to be desired however.

Puzzles: Maybe I'm just impatient after playing almost nothing but Broken Sword in the past 2 weeks, but I felt like the puzzles
were really hard. There were only a handful of major puzzles that I solved all by myself, for the rest I had to use a walkthrough.
A couple in particular were really hard because they were logic puzzles, and after looking at a walkthrough I'm not so sure their
logic makes sense.

Overall, this is another good addition to the series and is worth playing. It's long, looks really nice, and is full of surprises. So get
ready to see what kind of crazy situations George and Nico find themselves in this time.. I love the game, I saw a few videos on
youtube showing the first view, I love it! I really like the concept and the quality of the graphics. I hope you will put more effort
to improve the Online multi player game as it's what will support the game in the long run, as more people play online more
interesting it becomes. It would be nice to have a global chat inside the game or a 2-3 online multiplayer events each day or a
tournament on weekends, just to connect with other players until the community becomes bigger.

Some ideas are easier than others, this is my contribution to you guys! Keep going! Great game!! I bought the game I will
certainly enjoy it more if the online multiplayer is more develop than against having an AI.

Thank you!. Find another flightsim. Ancient, arcade-y, a giant pixel-fest, and probably not worth it at $5 let alone $25. At least,
unlike F-22, this doesn't just crash when you enter the settings page. Perhaps because this doesn't support 3D accel at all....
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Boring. The only chalanging misions are the earth based scaning mision. Even with ultra tracking reserched the computer cant
properly align it so you have to line up the croshars manualy long enough for scan to complete.that is the only chalenging thing
in the game. I dont consider being lucky in random mision generation to have tech required to do mision a chalenge. In my
opinion it just detracts even more from the game to recieve misions you cant do because you havent reserched that far yet. All
misions are asigned requiring one of six tools. Every mision amounts to the same thing. get satellight to where you have
apropriate line of sight, line up target activate tool. That is it nothing else to the game. Research and upgrade just make it easier
to acomplish misions.
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As a fan of point & click advnture and of noir films, I found this game very disappointing. The gameplay is annoying (not
allowed to continue without the right clue even when you know the next step as opposed to having to solve a puzzle without any
clue whatsoever), and includes irritating mini-challenges. Ad\\nd finally, the script is cheesy, even for noir story, with rather
poor voice acting. Definitely not going to play the sequel.. It seems to be a good craps simulation but with zero guidance if you
don't know the game ... which I do not. I was hoping this game could teach me but I know less now then when I started.. Should
you buy this DLC:

Want to kill everything on the screen in 5 seconds? Buy this DLC
Want to heal every second and heal 4,000hp by pressing a single button? Buy this DLC
Want to never die in Hero Siege again? Buy this DLC
Want me to stop telling you why to buy this DLC? Buy this DLC

11\/10 All you need to do is level up stamina!. still an old gem
It is the predecessor of "American Long Haul", but without Mexico.... Cute, fun, and challenging, FoxyLand is an interesting
puzzle platformer that brings me back to the good old days.. Fun game, I really like it.
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